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Technical Committee Technical Newsletter: No 7 
 

Welcome to technical committee newsletter number 7, written by the AVA technical committee specifically 

for technical managers in the industry.  We hope you will find it interesting.  We would appreciate any 

comments or suggestions for items to be covered in future newsletters.  

This newsletter is entirely devoted to acronyms, those neat packages of letters that conceal their meaning 

from all but those in the know.  After all, who would recognise BSA as Birmingham Small Arms, the maker 

of motorbikes or as the Beverage Standards Association?  So this newsletter is about EVA EMP, HACCP and 

TACCP, acronyms you need to recognise. 

 

EVA EMP 

The European Vending Association formally withdrew the EVA Energy 

Measuring Protocol (EMP) for chilled cabinets on July 1st.  The Ecodesign 

Regulation for chilled cabinets will be published shortly and new labels, 

referring to the energy consumption measured according to the new 

European standard, EN 50597, must be used from March 2021.  In order to 

sell a machine in Europe (and that will include the UK independent of Brexit) after that date manufacturers 

will have to measure the energy consumption according to the standard and publish the figure on the 

official website.  The rules that cover the introduction of new Ecodesign Regulations mean that no current 

machine can be rated higher than C and that nothing 

below a G will be permitted to be sold.  The maximum 

energy consumption will be reduced from 2023.  

Because Government Buying Standards currently 

require all energy consuming products to be rated B or 

better, the EVA and the AVA will be publishing 

information to explain the reasons behind the new 

ratings. 

The Regulation has changed since the last draft we saw 

and unfortunately drum machines are now included 

but they only have to meet the highest permitted 

energy consumption and it is accepted that they will not be able to be improved with time.   

This Is a link to the EVA webpage explaining the changes: 

https://www.vending-europe.eu/eva-withdraws-the-energy-measurement-protocol-emp-for-refrigerated-

vending-machines/ 

 

HACCP and TACCP 

Under the food safety act all food businesses a9and that includes companies that only sell snacks, drinks 

and confectionery) must have a food safety management plan in place which is based on the principles of 

HACCP.  HACCP is the food safety control system that was developed in the 1960s to ensure that the food 

supplied to astronauts did not make them ill.  HACCP stands for Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points.  

While the need for a HACCP based food safety management plan is a legal requirement the only people 

asking about it tended to be auditors for major clients.   

https://www.vending-europe.eu/eva-withdraws-the-energy-measurement-protocol-emp-for-refrigerated-vending-machines/
https://www.vending-europe.eu/eva-withdraws-the-energy-measurement-protocol-emp-for-refrigerated-vending-machines/
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Recently at least one large auditing company has introduced TACCP 

into their routine audit.  This is Threat Assessment Critical Control 

Points.  As is obvious from the acronym it is based on the HACCP 

process and is designed to look at the threats to food security and 

safety including food adulteration and fraud.   TACCP was introduced 

after the horsemeat scandal after the potential scale of food fraud 

became apparent.  The Food Standards Agency have produced a 

paper to offer more assistance which is available at: 

https://www.food.gov.uk/sites/default/files/media/document/pas96

2017_0.pdf 

If you would like help with developing your own HACCP or TACCP 

plan do contact the AVA office. 

 

 

 

 

Deposit Return Schemes 

The Scottish and Welsh governments 

have decided that deposit return 

schemes will be introduced in 2021.  It 

is likely that England will introduce a 

scheme in 2023.  In their publications 

the governments are assuming that 

many sites will use reverse vending 

machines.  In larger supermarkets 

these will be machines that look like 

vending machines at the front but 

which have a conveyor that takes the 

cans or bottles back into the 

warehouse and separates them into individual bins.  For smaller sites these will be machines which occupy 

the same space as a vending machine and which have the maximum capacity of a couple hundred cans or 

bottles.  The AVA have compiled a factsheet on reverse vending which identifies the 8 suppliers of these 

machines in the UK.  While it is certain that there will be deposit return schemes the funding streams are 

far from clear and manufacturers are not building up massive stocks of machines in warehouses just 

waiting to be bought.  There will be logistical issues associated with the supply of machines and you may 

wish to examine the market now if you think you are likely to be interested in either supplying or servicing 

these machines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


